
 

Grizzly Group Fitness Class Schedule  
Fall/ Winter Lineup August 15t h- December 31st  

 

 

                     

 

Grizzly Group Fitness classes are open to all gym members 14yrs and older who have group fitness 

included in their membership. 

 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
5:30am CrossFit-Jeff CrossFit-Sherese CrossFit-Jeff CrossFit-Sherese CrossFit-Jeff  

6:30am CrossFit-Jonas 
 

 CrossFit-Jonas 
 

   

8:30am 
 

 Rep & Flex-Amanda 
 

 
Rep & Flex-Amanda 

 
HIGH Fitness-Micah 
 

 
9:30am 

CrossFit-Sherese 
Total Body-Amanda 
Pickleball-Mardene 

CrossFit-Jen 
HIGH Fitness-Vanessa 
Pickleball-Mardene 

CrossFit-Jody 
Barre Sculpt-Lindsey 
Pickleball-Mardene 

CrossFit-Monica 
Cycle-Vanessa 
Pickleball-Mardene 

CrossFit-Jen 
Total Body-Nikki 
Pickleball-Mardene 

CrossFit-Jonas 
Yoga-Paula 
 

 
10:45am 

CrossFit-Sherese 
 

CrossFit-Jen 
Yoga-Jennifer 

CrossFit-Jody 
Yoga-Perk 

CrossFit-Monica 
Yoga for Athletes- 
Jennifer 
 
 

Beginners CrossFit-
Amanda 
Joyous Heart Yoga-
Ruth 

 

 
3:30pm 

CrossFit Teens-
Amanda 

CrossFit Teens-
Amanda 

CrossFit Teens-
Amanda 

CrossFit Teens-
Amanda 

CrossFit Teens-
Amanda 
 

 

4:30pm CrossFit-Sherese CrossFit-MC CrossFit-Jen CrossFit-John CrossFit-Jonas  

 
5:30pm 

Beginners CrossFit- 
Amanda 
 

CrossFit-MC 
Cycle-Nikki 
 

Beginners CrossFit- 
Amanda 
 

CrossFit-John 
HIIT & Shred-Nikki 
 

  

 
6:30pm 

  Hot Yoga-Jennifer    

Class Location Key 

The BOX 
Upstairs Turf 
GroupX Room 
Courts 2 and 3 
Court 4  
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Grizzly Group Fitness Class Descriptions 
 CrossFit- (Cardio, Strength, Sports Training) CrossFit is a high intensity interval training style that incorporates elements of sports training along with day-to-

day functional fitness movements. Scaling options will be given for all fitness abilities.  Classes/WODS are constantly varied; no workout is the same. 

 Beginners CrossFit- (Cardio, Strength, Sports Training) A great class to begin your CrossFit journey.  Safe for Seniors and those starting back into CrossFit after 
a break.  All fitness abilities are welcome to attend. Your Coach will focus more on form, cueing and modeling workout for those new to this style of workout.   

 CrossFit Teens- (Cardio, Strength, Sports Training) A CrossFit class designed for youth ages 12-18yr old, complete with the same high intensity,  interval 
training and functional fitness movements in CrossFit.  Scaling options will be given for all fitness abilities.  Classes/WODS are constantly varied; no workout is 
the same. 

 Cycle- (Cardio, Strength) Come pedal away to motivating music and challenging routines that include sprints, hills/mountains, and jumps.  You’ll be amazed to 
see how many miles, RPMs (Revolutions Per Minute) and calories you can burn in a class. 

 Total Body- (Cardio, Strength, Weights) A high-intensity class focusing on strength gains and body transformation through varied timing methods and circuit-
based workouts on the track to create challenging and fun workouts to take your fitness level as far as you’re willing to go.  

 Rep & Flex- (Strength, Weights) A class of just weights focusing on proper weight lifting. It will be a combination of; heavy weight lifting, strength exercises, 
Olympic and traditional bar movements. This class will have no cardio and will help build muscle and strength.  

 HIIT & Shred- (Cardio, Strength, Weights) A high intensity interval training workout that builds cardiovascular fitness while improving strength, building lean 
muscle and maximizing calorie burn.  Workouts are scalable for all fitness levels. 

 HIGH Fitness- (Cardio, Strength) Aerobics is back, bigger, better, and HIGHER than ever. HIGH is simple, intense, consistent, and FUN. It takes the old school 
aerobics up to the next level with modern fitness techniques. These choreographed cardio routines will have you addicted and coming back for more. 

 Barre Sculpt- (Mobility, Strength, Cardio) Elements of Pilates, strength training, yoga and ballet are incorporated in this low impact and challenging workout.  
You’ll increase strength, balance, and flexibility. And it will chisel and tone your body like never before.  

 Yoga- (Mobility, Stretch) A traditional class that includes both challenging and restorative poses in sequence with the breath allowing you to build strength, 
mobility, flexibility, and focus.   

 Hot Yoga- (Mobility, Stretch) Move and sweat in this dynamic yoga class! The room is set to 90 degrees.  It is 55 minutes and 100% fun! 

 Joyous Heart Yoga- (Mobility, Stretch & Meditation) A Yoga Faith non-profit ministry created for worship with our whole body, mind, and spirit. Christian 
music and scripture are used to unite meditating on the Word and worshiping through body movements. This class is free and open to any community 
member. 

 Yoga for Athletes- (Mobility, Stretch) Geared to the gym athlete, this gentle flow focuses on restorative poses, myofascial release, and mobility to keep you 
hitting your goals and your muscles supple and strong. 

 Pickleball- (Mobility, Cardio & Game) Come join us in playing the fastest growing sport in the nation! A cross between badminton, ping pong and tennis; some 
say it’s like playing ping pong on the floor! All ages and skills are welcome. We will teach you how to play and we have paddles to loan. 

 


